To join a race, press the padlock button and enter the
code given by the organiser. Ignore any suggestions to
purchase a VIP account etc.
The code has to be entered for each race and is only
valid from when the course is opened to when the
preparatory signal is made.

Helpers; free on first race then have to be purchased. For
Leigh SC races, we have decided not to use Best VMG
unless it is given free by the software.

Virtual Regatta Inshore Controls

View with key “C” (toggle)

Header / Lift Display; VIP Account Only

PC Keys
A Clockwise camera rotation
E Anticlockwise camera
T Tack / Gybe
Z Zoom in (if not using arrow keys)
S Zoom out
D Turn right
Q Turn left
B Best VMG if available
F Controls visible on screen
Tab Spinnaker up/down

Control Issues
Occasionally the controls stop responding, these are
suggested countermeasures:
PC. I did a little benchmark to compare browsers whilst
running the game on my PC. Of Firefox, Chrome, Edge
and Opera Firefox was significantly lighter on CPU usage.
In terms of memory, they were similar at 8450-950 MB
except Edge @ 1200 MB. It may be worth trying to use
Firefox if you have latency issues. Probably also worth
checking for other stuff running through Task Manager
and if a windows or virus checker update is happening
For those who, like me are struggling with steering
control, I tried using different platforms. My conclusion is
best control with iPhone, then ipad, with windows laptop
worst. Now I just need new glasses for iPhone!
Boat control can be improved by adjusting keyboard
repeat rate, see screenshot to the right for Windows 10.
Get to these settings by typing “repeat” in the settings
search bar.
For Mac and go to the overall system preferences keyboard - then tune - 'key repeat' and 'delay until
repeat' , generally slowing the response down

